
EPISODE ONE: SCENE 1 _______________________________________________________________

8 seconds - Wide angle shot of Adrian Running away from Travis Parker across 
the middle of the frame. Quick edit to a Close Up on Adrian’s face but with 
visuals of Travis behind. 
Freeze frame of running footage for voice over. For comedic value, pause on an 
unattractive/ comical face pulled by Adrian.

ADRIAN V/O: (Non Diegetic Sound: (The devils in the detail, Chemical Brothers))

This is me about a week ago running away from getting wedgied...
things never used to be this bad. 

So you may ask why someone like him is chasing me…

Rewind of time. Before the end of the film montage Adrian carries on speaking.

ADRIAN V/O:
Flashback: Dinosaurs are on the screen.

 Well it all started a long time ago…

Flashback continued: Kids are watching Walking with Dinosaurs. The footage is if 
a flashback of when Adrian first met Lizzie Cooper.
 
 Not that long ago!

Camera zooms out of the interactive whiteboard to see all of Adrian’s class but 
five years younger. Adrian is engrossed in the programme until Lizzie knocks on 
the door and walks in. She looks around and smiles at Adrian.

I remember when she walked in the room she smiled straight at me. 
I didn’t even know her but her smile seemed so friendly.
I knew that she would definitely want to sit next to me 
(mumbled) mainly because only free seat was next to me I guess
 

Whilst the rest of the class has lost interest, Adrian is still gawping at Lizzie. 
Camera tracks Lizzie as she walks over to the teacher. Lizzie and Teacher 
whisper in the corner of the room as to where she should sit. Teacher appears to 
point straight at Adrian. Lizzie begins to move toward Adrian. Adrian’s face is 
beaming.

 (sound really pleased, as if you are bragging to yourself) 
 Ah yes, here she comes...



TEACHER: Gary, could you move next to Adrian please?

Gary rises from his chair. Adrian’s face drops to an expression of horror as he 
watches her walk by and sits next to Travis Parker who is casually slouched in 
his chair directly behind Adrian. 

ADRIAN V/O: I forever hated Miss Bridges for that. 
a)  Lizzie had been lost to the dark side and 
b)  I had to sit next to Grungy Gary!

 
Adrian then looks to Gary who was smiling back, he is holding up his hand with 
the thumb of approval raised.

GARY: (looking like you have just swallowed a burp) Hey

Young Adrian looks into the camera lens.

YOUNG ADRIAN: You have got to be kidding me...

Fast Forward of time. Original Freeze fame unfreezes to continue the chase but 
audience can see Travis catching up with Adrian. Adrian carries on with his voice 
over.

ADRIAN V/O: 
 So here we are three years later. I still love Lizzie and she is still Travis’ 
 girlfriend.

 Oh, wait... 

Freeze frame of Travis grabbing Adrian, mid way through falling onto the floor.

 ...he is chasing me because I tried to kiss Lizzie.

Camera in fixed position: Un-freeze and they fall to the floor (fall out of shot) 
squabbling.


